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The goverment alleged that it gove all the final reports mall the tests to the Warren Oommissim, 

It claimed this to us in our conference but that is something to which we 
could not hold them. it being their earl against ours. 

However, it also did this in court, which changes the situation. 
Prod' the time they made this alai* to us and refused to give us copies or 

tell us which documents them were incorporated in I have been trying to get these 
from the Arokives. You have copies of all the letters. So do I Si you are too hue,. 

The Archives his not made even pre fors* response. I believe the time under the 
Ise has passed. I repeated the request under th law after forsooth, it had not 
been met. to, I think we should appeal as fast as possible to have this in the record for the appeal. 

Whether or not we get their macrame that they have provided every relevant 
paper *root I have enough for the met exquisite ridiette of this la disproof, froa 
the gibberesih of the =batons to the disommgement of the We to the'total 
absence of the providing of mini Meats relateing to. any Item of evidence. 

In doing this veviS6 nek only be otrengthering the owe and appeal as Pratt 
would not permit but we will also be asking it clear that the Archives is playing 
the same political game. 

I think also that on this aloes we will be able to loin the Archives as 
defendant In a suit to recover mete of not also for damages. 

If you want as to file the appeal, let me knew. I think the simplest vay it to 
attach copies of the letters of request with a simple covering letter swing that 
this is as appeal (rare all the attached questions area of which here been responded. 
to within the time allowed and all. of which are older than the letters indicate. 

Some of them, as with CIA withholding and lesenko, may be informative to the 
appeals mart, too. 

There are quite a few, There is ache that is not a reasonable request, none 
that does net a* for identinsei &moments and/or deal with isporoper withholding 
of even what was public and published. 

One paregrggb in verbal argument with this as bast stopping would be powerful. 
Per this approach*  bowmen-, we will again need the text-book statement of how 

one performs these tests and what t:::0 results show-,  especially an ite misation. of 
all the components. 


